Cross-Examination for Angle-Closure Glaucoma Feature Detection.
Effective feature selection plays a vital role in anterior segment imaging for determining the mechanism involved in angle-closure glaucoma (ACG) diagnosis. This research focuses on the use of redundant features for complex disease diagnosis such as ACG using anterior segment optical coherence tomography images. Both supervised [minimum redundancy maximum relevance (MRMR)] and unsupervised [Laplacian score (L-score)] feature selection algorithms have been cross-examined with different ACG mechanisms. An AdaBoost machine learning classifier is then used for classifying the five various classes of ACG mechanism such as iris roll, lens, pupil block, plateau iris, and no mechanism using both feature selection methods. The overall accuracy has shown that the usefulness of redundant features by L-score method in improved ACG diagnosis compared to minimum redundant features by MRMR method.